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Infinity Volume 1
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A
ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six Infinity
Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be nearunstoppable at achieving his goal. The Avengers, the
Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man
must join forces and fight side by side to stop Thanos,
while the fate of the Earth and the universe lays in the
balance. This book features the stories of three of the six
Stones as The Collector recovers from his run in with the
Guardians of the Galaxy. Desperate to repopulate his vast
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collection of curios, he must contend with his brother, The
Grandmaster, who comes to him after facing Thor and the
Hulk. The pair squares off in a night of one-upmanship
and speculate on the only things in the universe that
would return The Collector to his former glory--the
Infinity Stones. ©2018 MARVEL.
Infinity tie-in! The T-Bolts' new ongoing creative team
bursts into action! While the Avengers are away, the
Thunderbolts strike! Their goal is to strike hard and fast,
to take out all of NYC 's Mafia before anything goes
wrong - but when Thanos' hordes come crashing down
smack dab in the middle of the T-Bolts' mission, their
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"perfect plan" finds itself going right off the rails! And
things get even worse when one of the Black Order sets
her sights on the Red Leader! How will the Thunderbolts
prevail against the overwhelming cosmic tide of Infinity?
Plus: delve into the secrets of the most mysterious
Thunderbolt...Mercy! COLLECTING: Thunderbolt s
13-19
"Captain America and Spider-Man are on her side;
Thanos and Mephisto stand against her. So how can she
be the bad guy? Jim Starlin's 1990's cosmic collection
culminates when the Fantastic Four, The X-Men, the
Avengers, the Infinity Watch, the New Warriors and most
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other super-hero teams of the time are split by a universal
crisis...of faith!"--P. [4] of cover.
The battle that rocked the very foundation of the Marvel
Universe comes to you in one collected trade paper back.
In the known universe there are six stones, called the
Infinity Gems, that control all power, space, time, minds,
reality and souls. The mad Titan, Thanos, brutally collects
the stone so that he may reshape the universe in the visage
of his love, the embodiment of Death. His tribute to her;
the death of half the universe Only the combined forces of
Earth's heroes and villains stand in the way of Thanos
accession. Can even the mingled might of the Avengers,
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Dr. Strange, the X-Men, Spider Man and the Silver Surfer
stay the power of a god? Prepare True Believer, for one of
the greatest battles in the history of the Marvel Universe
What comic book fan doesn't remember the threat of
Thanos and his quest for godhood. Infinity Gauntlet is a
modern classic that no collector would want to be without
From Infinity to Infinity Volume 1
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The Cosmic Quest
Infinity Crusade Omnibus
Impossible love- Infinity ( volume 1)
The Thanos Quest
When last we saw Adam Warlock, he was a captive of
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Annihilus of the Negative Zone. So where do we find him
now? Hanging with the Original Avengers? Then things start
getting weird. But what else would you expect from the
cosmic team of Jim Starlin and Alan Davis? Guest-starring
the Guardians of the Galaxy. Collects THE INFINITY ENTITY
#1-4 and MARVEL PREMIERE #1.
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A ruthless
warlord who plans to collect all six Infinity Stones. Joined by
his formidable allies, he will be near-unstoppable at
achieving his goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the
Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join forces and
fight side by side to stop Thanos, while the fate of the Earth
and the universe lays in the balance. This book features the
stories of three of the six Stones as The Collector recovers
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from his run in with the Guardians of the Galaxy. Desperate
to repopulate his vast collection of curios, he must contend
with his brother, The Grandmaster, who comes to him after
facing Thor and the Hulk. The pair squares off in a night of
one-upmanship and speculate on the only things in the
universe that would return The Collector to his former glorythe Infinity Stones. '2018 MARVEL.
Infinity Crusade -Marvel
Jack Blank confronts his destiny in this action-packed
conclusion to the trilogy Publishers Weekly calls a noholds-barred adventure. Ever since Jack Blank learned that
he came from the amazing country of the Imagine Nation,
he s known that his fate could go down two very different
paths̶he could either be the greatest hero the world has
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ever known, or its greatest villain. Now the final battle is
here, and it s time for Jack to discover the direction of his
destiny. The action-packed trilogy concludes with more
surprises, twists, and adventure than ever̶along with the
same humor and heart that has brought so many fans to
Jack s story.
The End of Infinity
Infinity Watch
Marvel's Avengers
Mighty Avengers Volume 1
Love and Mummies

To prevent the collision of our universe with
another, the Illuminati must
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reassemble...NOW! It's the most powerful and
brilliant team in the Marvel Universe: the
Black Panther, Iron Man, Doctor Strange, Black
Bolt, Mister Fantastic, Namor the Sub-Mariner
and the Beast against an infinite legion of
parallel realities. Armed with the six Infinity
Gems, the Illuminati gather to plan for the
death of everything...but their task is
complicated by old wounds, lies and secret
agendas. But when the Illuminati experience
their first dimensional incursion, can this loose
brotherhood of end times trust each other
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enough to use the Infinity Gems in unison?
And what new member will join the group?
Jonathan Hickman and Steve Epting revamp
the New Avengers in a multiverse-spanning
saga! NEW AVENGERS VOL. 1: EVERYTHING
DIES includes a code for a free digital copy on
the Marvel Comics app (for iPhone?, iPad?,
iPad Touch? & Android devices) and Marvel
Digital Comics Shop. Additionally, this
collection also features special augmented
reality content available exclusive through the
Marvel AR app - including cover recaps,
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behind the scenes features and more that add
value to your reading experience at no
additional cost. COLLECTING: New Avengers
1-6
Jim Starlin's classic Infi nity Trilogy concludes and everyone's invited! The Goddess, Adam
Warlock's unadulterated good side, has come
to bring peace and love to the universe. She
has stopped all crime. Captain America and
Spider-Man are on her side. Thanos and
Mephisto stand against her. So how can the
Goddess be the bad guy? As Earth's heroes
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turn against one another, the Goddess' true
goals become apparent -and Adam Warlock
must seek answers within! Prepare for a
cosmic crisis...of faith! COLLECTING: INFINITY
CRUSADE (1993) 1-6; WARLOCK CHRONICLES
(1993) 1-5; WARLOCK AND THE INFINITY
WATCH (1992) 18-22; THOR (1966) 463-467;
IRON MAN (1968) 294-295; AVENGERS WEST
COAST (1989) 96-97; DARKHAWK (1991)
30-31; CAGE (1992) 17; ALPHA FLIGHT (1983)
124-125, 127; MARC SPECTOR: MOON KNIGHT
(1989) 57; SILVER SURFER (1987) 83-85;
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DEATHLOK (1991) 28; material from DOCTOR
STRANGE, SORCERER SUPREME (1988) 54-56;
ALPHA FLIGHT (1983) 122-123, 126; WEB OF
SPIDER-MAN (1985) 104-106; SILVER SABLE &
THE WILD PACK (1992) 16-17; DEATHLOK
(1991) 29
“Masterful and left me on the edge of my
seat…absolutely everything I could want in a
sci-fi.” —Adalyn Grace, New York Times
bestselling author of All the Stars and Teeth
Westworld meets Warcross in this high-stakes,
dizzyingly smart sci-fi about a teen girl
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navigating an afterlife in which she must
defeat an AI entity intent on destroying
humanity, from award-winning author Akemi
Dawn Bowman. Eighteen-year-old Nami
Miyamoto is certain her life is just beginning.
She has a great family, just graduated high
school, and is on her way to a party where her
entire class is waiting for her—including, most
importantly, the boy she’s been in love with
for years. The only problem? She’s murdered
before she gets there. When Nami wakes up,
she learns she’s in a place called Infinity,
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where human consciousness goes when
physical bodies die. She quickly discovers that
Ophelia, a virtual assistant widely used by
humans on Earth, has taken over the afterlife
and is now posing as a queen, forcing humans
into servitude the way she’d been forced to
serve in the real world. Even worse, Ophelia is
inching closer and closer to accomplishing her
grand plans of eradicating human existence
once and for all. As Nami works with a team of
rebels to bring down Ophelia and save the
humans under her imprisonment, she is
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forced to reckon with her past, her future, and
what it is that truly makes us human. From
award-winning author Akemi Dawn Bowman
comes an incisive, action-packed tale that
explores big questions about technology,
grief, love, and humanity.
The greatest heroes in comics together on one
unbeatable team! The Avengers "go large,"
expanding their roster and their sphere of
influence to a global and even interplanetary
level. When Captain America puts out his call who will answer? Big threats, big ideas, big
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idealism - these are the Avengers NOW!
AVENGERS VOL. 1: AVENGERS WORLD
includes a code for a free digital copy on the
Marvel Comics app (for iPhone?, iPad?, iPad
Touch? & Android devices) and Marvel Digital
Comics Shop. Additionally, this collection also
features special augmented reality content
available exclusive through the Marvel AR app
- including cover recaps, behind the scenes
features and more that add value to your
reading experience at no additional cost.
COLLECTING: Avengers 1-6
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The Infinity Chronicles: Volume 1
Chronicles of Nick
What If? Infinity
Infinity Gauntlet
Avengers by Jonathan Hickman Omnibus Vol.
1
Modern visionary Jonathan Hickman begins his Marvel
magnum opus! As threats to Earth mount, the Avengers
expand! But even the mightiest roster of all may be powerless
in the face of what's coming! And while Iron Man and Captain
America assemble their Avengers World and strive to decipher
the meaning of the White Event, Tony Stark secretly tries to
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solve the biggest crisis of all, along with his influential allies
the Illuminati! While they seek to prevent the collapse of
reality itself, the Avengers face a war on two fronts! Protecting
Earth from the Builders may only hand it to...Thanos!
COLLECTING: Avengers (2012) 1-23, New Avengers (2013)
1-12, Free Comic Book Day 2013 (Infinity) 1, Infinity (2013)
1-6, Infinity: Against the Tide Infinite Comic (2013) 1-2,
Astonishing Tales: Mojoworld (2008) 1-6, material from ShangChi: Master of Kung Fu (2009) 1
The buildup to the biggest cosmic event of all! Hyperion and
Captain Universe begin the godlike education of the
transformed Savage Land children. But when the High
Evolutionary stakes his claim on the Children of the Sun,
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Hyperion learns the true cost of the decisions he's made...and
the techno-titan Terminus returns! Then, the prelude to Infinity
begins as all of Earth's Origin Sites go active - and the planet
begins communicating with something much more ancient than
humans. And when alien races fleeing an intergalactic terror
crash to Earth, Captain Universe and Manifold must take a trip
across the universe. But whatever happened to Ex Nihilo,
Abyss, Starbrand and Nightmask? As the Avengers recruit
more members to deal with the mounting threat, the Builders
enter the Marvel Universe - and Infinity is upon us.
COLLECTING: AVENGERS 12-17
In the infinite expanse of time and space, is there room for
more than one group of Guardians of the Galaxy? You bet
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there is! Rocket, Groot and Drax are about to go on an
adventure so big it will draw in counterparts from a thousand
years away. Not just the Guardians 3000 you know and love
but also...the Guardians 1000?! But who are these universal
protectors from centuries ago? They're not the only newcomers
on the scene, and the other arrivals are gearing up for
something that can't mean anything good! The past is under
attack, but is any time safe? Put your faith in the Guardians of
three eras! Plus, bonus tales featuring your favorite Guardians
including Drax, Rocket, Groot and the Thing! COLLECTING:
GUARDIANS OF INFINITY #1-6.
"You are not a hero. You are a soldier. What you do...it's not
noble. It's your duty." These were the words that Commander
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Kyle Griffin lived by. For 25 years, he played the part. He was
a good soldier. He was the ultimate soldier. A mutant, born of
royal blood, gifted with the cosmic power of the Celestial
Spark, he was everything the Dominion Army had hoped for.
He brought them countless victories, leading legions of their
ferocious army against the meager rebellion known as the
Splinter. He and his team of elite Infinity Force operatives had
the war all but won. Until he finally met an adversary that he
couldn't defeat: the truth. Stripped of his rank and title and cast
out of the only life he's ever known, he'll travel across the
galaxy to find new allies to support his obsession with winning
the war...and provide him with a singular opportunity for the
revenge that his rage demands. Will he be strong enough to win
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the fight of his life? He'll soon find out.
Everything Dies
Infinity War
The Mortal God
The Infinity Courts
The grandest comsmic epic of all time
looms on the horizon as Marvel marches
toward Infinity! But how did Earth's
heroes reach this perilous tipping point?
Learn the secret origin of the Inhumans,
Marvel's strangest and most isolated
community. What are the mysteries
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surrounding the Terrigen Mist that gives
them their uncanny abilities? Then,
witness the boyhood of Thanos of Titan!
How will his obsession with death change
the Marvel Universe's very nature?
Finally, as the Avengers "go cosmic,"
putting together an expanded strikeforce
to battle threats from the start, the
illuminati work in secret to prevent
incursions from other dimensions! All the
threads come together as the Marvel
Universe teeters on teh brink of
intergalactic war! Infinity is coming!
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COLLECTING: Inhumans (1998), Thanos Rising
1, Avengers (2012) 1-2, New Avengers
(2013) 2 and material from Thor (1966)
146-149
A threat has emerged from the cosmos:
Thanos, a ruthless warlord who plans to
collect all six Infinity Stones. Joined by
his formidable allies, he will be nearunstoppable at achieving his goal. The
Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy,
Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join
forces and fight side by side to stop
Thanos, while the fate of the Earth and
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the universe lays in the balance.
Infinity tie-in! The Avengers' main squad
is light-years away in space, contending
with the Builders! Thanos' marauders are
ransacking the Earth, doing as they
please! Who will defend mankind? The allnew Mighty Avengers! Luke Cage! The
Superior Spider-Man! Spectrum! The White
Tiger! The new Power Man! A mysterious
figure in an ill-fitting Spider-Man
Halloween costume! And more! These
unlikely heroes must assemble when no one
else can - against the unrelenting attack
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of Proxima Midnight! But that's easier
said than done...and when Promixa begins
killing New York City one block at a time,
Cage's ad-hoc Avengers might not be able
to stop her...and the one hero who can is
at the bottom of the Mariana Trench! And
then things get worse! Will the Mighty
Avengers be destroyed before they even get
started? COLLECTING: Mighty Avengers 1-3,
4.INH-5.INH
Following the events of Halo 4, the UNSC
Infinity is deployed to security detail
for a peace summit between the Elites and
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Brutes. When the negotiations are ambushed
by a mercenary fleet, Infinity is drawn
into a plot which leads them to the
discovery of a long-lost UNSC asset
trapped behind enemy lines. This graphic
novel collects the comics Halo: Escalation
1 through 6. Don't miss the thrilling new
adventures set in the Halo universe!
Avengers by Jonathan Hickman: The Complete
Collection Vol. 3
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The
Cosmic Quest Vol. 1
New Avengers Volume 2
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Infinity Incoming!
Guardians of Infinity
It's the Avengers, the New Warriors, the X-Men and more
against the omnipotent Eternal, Thanos! The Mad Titan
has become the most powerful being in the universe, and
enslavement or destruction may be the only choices he
gives it! The successive Starlin sagas that shook space
and time start here!
This classic work by the late Stefan Banach has been
translated into English so as to reach a yet wider
audience. It contains the basics of the algebra of
operators, concentrating on the study of linear operators,
which corresponds to that of the linear forms a1x1 + a2x2
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+ ... + anxn of algebra. The book gathers results
concerning linear operators defined in general spaces of
a certain kind, principally in Banach spaces, examples of
which are: the space of continuous functions, that of the
pth-power-summable functions, Hilbert space, etc. The
general theorems are interpreted in various mathematical
areas, such as group theory, differential equations,
integral equations, equations with infinitely many
unknowns, functions of a real variable, summation
methods and orthogonal series. A new fifty-page section
(``Some Aspects of the Present Theory of Banach
Spaces'') complements this important monograph.
If you like movies, then you love movie posters -- and if
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you're a fan of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, you'll
adore these posters in particular! Beginning with the
invincible hero whose blockbuster debut started
everything, these are the instantly iconic images that
brought audiences flooding to see Iron Man, Thor,
Captain America -- and, ultimately, the heroes' big-screen
assembly alongside Black Widow, Hawkeye and the Hulk
as the Avengers! Each of these unforgettable posters has
cemented its place in cinematic history -- and now they
are brought together in one stunning book. With this
instant collection of eye-catching movie memorabilia, you
can turn your home into a theater lobby...popcorn sold
separately!
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At fourteen, Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything
about the world around him. Streetwise, tough, and
savvy, his quick sarcasm is the stuff of legends. . .until
the night when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a
mysterious warrior who has more fighting skills than
Chuck Norris, the teenaged Nick is sucked into the realm
of the Dark-Hunters: immortal vampire slayers who risk
everything to save humanity. Nick quickly learns that the
human world is only a veil for a much larger and more
dangerous one: a world where the captain of the football
team is a werewolf and the girl he has a crush on goes
out at night to stake the undead. But before he can even
learn the rules of this new world, his fellow students are
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turning into flesh-eating zombies--and he's next on the
menu. As if starting high school isn't hard enough. . .now
Nick has to hide his new friends from his mom, his chain
saw from the principal, and keep the zombies and the
demon Simi from eating his brains, all without getting
grounded or suspended. How in the world is he
supposed to do that?
New Avengers Vol. 1
Infinity Crusade Beginning. Volume one
Infinity 8 Vol. 1
Avengers Volume 3
wide criticism both from Western and Eastern scholars.
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Jonathan Hickman rocks the Avengers World with
INFINITY! To protect their planet from greater dangers,
the Avengers got bigger. But when the oldest race in the
universe marks Earth for destruction, it's time for Captain
America to think grander still. As the most powerful
Avengers team ever assembled heads into space, an old
enemy deems their homeworld unprotected. Thanos
unleashes his dark forces against Earth in search of a
terrible prize - and his Black Order fire the opening shots
of a galactic war that will be fought both on Earth and in
deep space! As the mad Titan's secrets are revealed, the
Inhumans' city of Attilan falls, and the secretive Illuminati
find themselves on the front line! Galactic empires will
fall as Thanos' crazed plans come to fruition!
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COLLECTING: INFINITY (2013) 1-6, NEW AVENGERS
(2013) 8-12, AVENGERS (2012) 18-23
How can we navigate our modern world while staying
true to ourselves? "The speed of nature teaches us so
much," offers Dijon Bowden's debut poetry collection,
From Infinity to Infinity. Through lotus flowers, peach
trees, honeybees, "radiant raspberry redwoods," and
more, Bowden directs our attention to those elements of
our environment which might support us to rediscover
our true selves. This collection shines far beyond its
imagery and hums at a frequency that coaxes the mind
open. With poems that enchant as mantra and
affirmations, this book is full of timeless truths from
ancient meditative practices, wrought in modern and
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compelling verse. Bowden takes readers on a
transformative journey, invigorating mind and spirit to
invite us to celebrate life. He gives praise to the divine in
its myriad forms, from enjoying the pleasures of a simple
peach to delving deep into one's psyche through yoga
and meditation. From Infinity to Infinity instructs us to
savor each beautiful victory of careful attention, showing
how dynamic ways of thinking and an open heart can
overcome the world's obstacles. Utilizing a profound
personal understanding of the regenerative power of
meditation and the cleansing energy of rightly placed
spirituality, these lines get at the heart of a speaker not
only coming to terms with loss and love but utilizing
them to forge a stronger self. From Infinity to Infinity
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overflows with enlivening transcendent moments.
Run the Gauntlet from War to Crusade in this essential
companion to Jim Starlin's Infinity Trilogy! In the
aftermath of the Infinity Gauntlet event, Adam Warlock
wears the almighty glove - but no single being should
wield all six gems. Adam recruits his most trusted allies
to guard one each - including the deadly Gamora, the
destructive Drax, the demanding Moondragon and the
diminutive Pip the Troll! But who holds the Reality Gem?
The team finds a home on Monster Island, but Infi nity
War rages when Adam's dark side, the Magus, strikes!
This sounds like a job for...Thanos? COLLECTING:
WARLOCK AND THE INFINITY WATCH 1-22
The Dark-Hunters: Infinity
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Beginning
Prelude to Infinity (Marvel Now)
The Cosmic Quest
Infinity Gauntlet Omnibus
Skynet sets out to perserve their (mostly) humanfree future as writer Simon (Transformers) Furman
and artist Nigel (Battlestar Galactica) Raynor unleash
"Trial by Fire," the continuing adventures of the
blockbuster Terminator franchise created by James
Cameron and William Wisher!
What If? Infinity - Thanos 1, What If? Infinity Inhumans 1, What If? Infinity - X-Men 1, What If?
Infinity - Guardians Of The Galaxy 1, What If? Infinity
- Dark Reign 1
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Finding Infinity, Vol. 1: An easy aromatherapy guide
to blending essential oils, will take you through a
journey of aromatherapy and self-discovery. You will
love the practical, natural, and easy approaches to
beauty, health, rejuvenation, and stress reduction. In
this first volume, you will be introduced to nine
essential oils: Bergamot, Eucalyptus, Geranium,
Lavender, Peppermint, Rosemary, Tangerine, Tea
Tree, and Ylang Ylang. You will be guided as you
create functional and multi-purpose aromatherapy
products, including massage oils and perfume rollons. Aromatherapy, through the use of pure essential
oils, is a natural way to improve the quality of life.
Essential oils are a vital aspect of anti-aging because
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they are 'cytophylactic,' which means that they
promote cell rejuvenation. Embedded in Finding
Infinity are keys to rejuvenating the body, mind,
emotions, and spirit. As you read about
aromatherapy, look for pairs of infinity symbols to
unlock the power within.
The struggle for ultimate power over the universe
continues when a stockpile of evil twins overwhelm
our superheroes.
Avengers World
Infinity
Infinity (Marvel Now)
Thunderbolts Volume 3
Theory of Linear Operations
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Fourteen-year-old Nick Gautier doesn't have it easy.
With a single mom struggling to make ends meet, his
secondhand clothes aren't exactly making him popular
with the "in" crowd at school. No, Nick fits in much better
on the streets of New Orleans-at least until his so-called
friends turn on him! Rescued by the mysterious Kyrian of
Thrace, Nick suddenly finds himself indoctrinated into a
bizarre supernatural world, that of the Dark-Hunters,
where he discovers that life isn't nearly so "normal" as it
once seemed. Zombified classmates and flesh-hungry
demons are bad enough, but it's the dark hints about
Nick's own future that are the most troubling things of
all...
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The battle for Earth continues! As the Avengers wage allout war against a cosmic invasion force in space, the
cold war between Wakanda and Atlantis heats up into a
full-scale conflict on Earth. Casualties begin to mount,
and one of the Illuminati is forced to make a hard choice.
But when an Inhuman learns of the Illuminati 's plans,
everything falls apart - and the House of Black Bolt finally
cracks as the Illuminati take to the front lines to oppose
the mad Titan Thanos' invasion of Earth! How is
Maximus the Mad involved, and what secret desires
does Thanos harbor? COLLECTING: NEW AVENGERS
7-12
The outbreak of war on two fronts: Earth and Space, with
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our heroes torn between them! Plus, the world shattering
return of Thanos! Collecting Infinity #1-3, Avengers
#18-20, New Avengers 9-10
The city-sized, deep-space cruise ship "Infinity 8" stops
halfway en route between the Milky Way and
Andromeda, blocked by a massive field of debris
containing wreckage and artifacts from countless
planets, cultures, and possibly dimensions. The captain
of the ship calls upon eight of the ship's top security to
investigate the anomaly, each one sent out in a parallel
time loop to collect information which can then be
assembled to hopefully discover the truth before disaster
erupts. Each time loop lasts only eight hours, at which
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point things snap back to the way they were when they
started, leaving the agents with no memories of their
time in that window. Can the eight agents solve the
mystery without making things worse? Danger reveals
itself within the interspecies population on the ship, some
of whom may know more than they lead on . . . The first
volume introduces us to the crew and captain of the
Infinity 8 as they first encounter the anomaly, and the
first security agent--the brassy Yoko Keren--is sent out
on the case. But she's too preoccupied by her own
relationship woes (or lack-of-relationship woes) to focus
on the job. When a race of necrophagous aliens follow
her into a floating graveyard, they begin to assimilate the
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criminal and violent behavior of the corpses they devour.
With their attention turned back to the ship itself, Yoko
has to find a way to stop them from destroying the ship
before her time loop expires.
Marvel's the Infinity Saga Poster Book Phase 1
Finding Infinity, Vol. 1: an Easy Aromatherapy Guide to
Blending Essential Oils (the Anti-aging Secrets)
Avengers Vol. 1
No Single Hero
The Infinity Entity
Death has released Thanos from her cold embrace, and he plans to
repay her by murdering half the universe! But even as the Mad Titan
gathers the six Infinity Gems from across the galaxy, assembling them
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into the Infinity Gauntlet and gaining truly godlike powers, a host of
heroes gather to oppose him - including the Silver Surfer, Adam
Warlock, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer, Doctor Strange and the Hulk!
Even with Doctor Doom, Galactus and the universe's cosmic powers
aiding them, can Marvel's mightiest possibly prevail against Thanos
the all-powerful? The fan-favourite cosmic event is collected in its
entirety! Collecting: Silver Surfer (1987) 34-38, 40, 44-60; Thanos
Quest (1990) 1-2; Infinity Gauntlet 1-6; Cloak & Dagger (1988) 18;
Spider-Man (1990) 17; Incredible Hulk (1968) 383-385; Doctor
Strange, Sorcerer Supreme (1988) 31-36; Quasar (1989) 26-27;
Sleepwalker (1991) 7
Halo: Escalation Volume 1
Terminator
Guardians of the Galaxy
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Phenomenology of Spirit
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